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On 04/08/16 at 02:19hrs in Greendale, intruders jumped over the durawall and entered the yard, went to
the house and broke the kitchen door and screen, the alarm triggered and they ran away. Property has
durawall, electric gate and burglar bars.
On 04/08/16 at 02:35hrs in Town, intruders broke a padlock, opened the door and entered the shop, they
stole a Television Set, the alarm triggered and they ran away. Property has burglar bars.
On 05/08/16 at 00:48hrs in Borrowdale, intruders cut the electric fence, jumped over the durawall and
entered the yard. They forced open the kitchen window and cut burglar bars, client heard the noise and
pressed his panic button, the alarm triggered and they ran away. Property has electric fence, durawall,
electric gate and burglar bars.
On 05/08/16 at 0253hrs in Colne valley, intruders cut 4 strands of electric fence and jumped over the
durawall and entered the yard, they broke the kitchen door, the alarm triggered and ran away. Property
has electric fence, durawall, electric fence and burglar bars.
On 07/08/16 at 1513hrs in Msasa, intruders jumped over the durawall and entered the yard, they tried to
force open the front door and failed, then went and broke a window and fished out various items and went
away. The alarm did not trigger because it was not armed. Property has durawall, electric gate and
burglar bars.
On 10/08/16 at 0205hrs in Town, intruders broke 4th glass windows and failed to get into the shop
because of burglar bars, they went away empty handed. Property has burglar bars.
On 17/08/16 at 1116hrs in Town, an intruders forced open toilet window and entered the shop, the alarm
triggered, the reaction team got to the premises in time and apprehended the intruder. Property has
burglar bars.
On 31/08/16 at 0346hrs in Town, intruders tried to force open the reception door and failed, went to the
back and broke 3 window panes but failed to remove burglar bars, they then tried another window and they
managed to get inside and stole various items and went away. The alarm did not trigger because it was
not armed. Property has burglar bars.
MUTARE
On the 01/08/16 in the city an alarm signal was received from one of our client. The response team was
dispatched and established that there was a break-in at the property. The client was advised and attended.
Nothing was reported stolen. It is suspected the intruders ran away on hearing the alarm sounding.
On the 11/08/16 in the Morningside area an alarm signal was received at 02:15 hours. The response team
was dispatched on arrival they found the main gate open with the gate key broken. They proceeded to
check the house and established that there was a broken window. The owner of the house advised nothing
was stolen. It is suspected the intruders ran away on hearing the alarm sounding.
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BULAWAYO
On 11/8/16 at around 01:08hrs intruders allegedly broke into a battery shop in the CBD by climbing over a
dura wall and proceeded to the shop where they broke the padlock to gain entry. It was reported that 31
batteries were stolen. The alarm activated and the reaction team attended but however when they checked
all doors were locked and there was no sign of break in. It is strongly suspected that the break in could
have been stage managed and matter is being investigated by the police. The premises are protected by a
high wall and razor wire topping except the western part where there is a low wall. The gate and the shop
doors are secured by padlocks and there are motion sensors inside.
On the night of 26/8/16 and at an unknown time, in the suburbs, intruders broke into a house used as an
office by an NGO, by climbing over the dura wall and breaking the window pane at one of the offices and
also a pane on the French door to gain entry. They stole a cash box, an electric kettle and groceries. The
alarm did not activate since the client had forgotten to arm it a
On 27/8/16 at around 20:51hrs an attempted break-in was discovered in the CBD at a motor spares shop
when the reaction team attended to an alarm activation. The intruders had climbed the roof where there
is razor wire and sensors. They managed to remove one of the asbestos sheets but there were no signs
that they got inside indicating that the alarm activated before they could do so hence they could have fled
before the arrival of the reaction team. The client verified that nothing was stolen. The premises are
protected by outside sensors, locked and burglar barred doors and a CCTV system.
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